


In the summer of 1961, the struggling city of Oak Hill 

invited the Infinity Corporation in with open arms. 

Jobs were promised. Deals were made. People toiled all 

hours of the night at the Infinity Corporation. 

Something very dark was being done in those 

laboratories and soon everyone would know about it.



Great photos inspire. I want to give the audience story-driven images that take them to places that feel new 

but also strangely familiar. Even though I only present my audience with a still image I aim to ignite their 

imagination so they can envision what happened before and after that image was taken. That unrestricted 

storyline is what I am most drawn to in photography. 

 “INVASION” comes out of a love for the aesthetic of the sci-� genre. I grew up watching a lot of Irwin Allen 

shows like "Lost in Space" and "Land of the Giants." I loved old "Star Trek" and "Twilight Zone." All of the wacky 

characters and sets, color palettes, and story lines of those old shows were secretly embedded in my brain and 

certainly helped shape the feel of this series. I aimed to have each image from "INVASION" come across like a 

still from an old movie. Although the viewer only sees one frame from the whole reel, it was very important to 

me that they would be able to get a sense of the history of the character and narrative of the story. 

Dark shadows and insidious plots against humanity loom large. At the end of the day, "INVASION" is the classic 

story of a power struggle for survival. It's just told through big wigs, outrageous villains and technicolor sets.

INVASION
T H E  B O O K :  A  TA L E  O F  S C I - F I  S U RV I VA L

WHERE WILL YOU HIDE?
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Inspired by the sci-� �lms and TV shows of the 1950s and 1960s, INVASION picks up where storytellers like Ray 

Bradbury left o� and jettisons us to a retro-futuristic society inhabited by beautiful humans, diabolical 

masterminds and alien life forms both organic and synthetic.

This sci-� extravaganza features some favorite faces from the world of entertainment. Author and the Party 

Monster himself, James St. James plays “Dr. Milton Vincent”, the devilish CEO of the In�nity Corporation. 

RuPaul’s Drag Race favorite Tammie Brown will startle you as Mrs. Esther Maxine Vincent. Keep an eye out for 

multi-platinum Drum and Bass Producer DJ Rap. You’ll be enraptured when you see comedian and “The 

Worlds Best Christian” Deven Green strike a pose as “The Queen.”
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“ ”
...lit and presented with enormous �air, in 

drool-worthy colors, framed to kinky perfection.

8X10 HARDCOVER | 124 PAGES OF FULL-COLOR BEAUTY | OVER 70 SCI-FI IMAGES
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“ ”
Patrick McPheron‘s cosmic portraits are hyper glossy. This is a 
future where everyone is dashingly handsome, charming and 

smoother than Don Draper of Tomorrowland.

                                              THE FOX IS BLACK
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AS FEATURED IN:
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For the world premiere of INVASION I took over HNYPT in downtown Los Angeles and turned it into the 

In�nity Corporation Laboratories. INVASION was a completely immersive exhibit. From the moment guests 

walked through the smokey entrance they were transported into the In�nity Laboratories. Visitors were 

greeted by one of the many wonderfully insane characters from the book. Whether it was the spy handing out 

secret and sometimes diabolical notes to people or “Rosemary” screaming at the top of her lungs, people 

were both entertained and alarmed. 
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INVASION: The Exhibition was chosen to part of Jose Huizar’s Bringing Back Broadway Initiative in 2016. I  took 

over the historic 104 year old Palace Theatre in Downtown Los Angeles. Over 65,000 people come out to this 

epic night on Broadway. L.C.W. Props sponsored this special exhibition which allowed me to �esh out the 

In�nity Laboratory in an incredible way! It was great seeing people stream in from the street not knowing 

what they were getting into! 
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Comments and inquiries:

PATRICK MCPHERON  |  417.396.1907

WWW.THEINVASIONSERIES.COM  |  WWW.INTERIORSTATE.COM

PATRICK@INTERIORSTATE.COM

INVASION
Multimedia Links

•••
BROADWAY PROMO

HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/134504186

INVASION PROJECTION SCREEN WITH SOUNDTRACK
HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/135420817


